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Practice Worksheet: 01 

 

 

A. Choose the correct answer and put a () tick mark. 

1. Big and tall plants are called… 

       (i) trees               (ii) herbs            (iii)shrubs 

 

2. Plants having weak stems which grow along the ground are called… 

       (i) creepers        (ii) climbers      (iii) trees 

 

3. Which of the following parts of a plant gives support to the plant? 

       (i) leaves            (ii) flowers        (iii) roots 

 

4. Which of the followings is not a shrub? 

       (i) rose               (ii) apple            (iii) hibiscus 

 

5. Mark the Trees. 

       (i) coriander      (ii) banyan         (iii) marigold           (iv) coconut            (v) rose 

 

B. Write true or false for the following statements. 

(i) All the plants are of same sizes.                                    .............................. 

(ii) Hibiscus is a shrub.                                                          .............................. 

(iii) Leaf usually grows under the ground.                          ............................. 

(iv) Flowers produce seeds.                                                 .............................. 

(v) Plants make their food during night.                           .............................. 

C. Match the types of the plants with their examples. 

 

 

 

 Types of Plants  Examples 

1. tree  mehndi 
2. shrub  pumpkin 

3. herb  pea 
4. climber  gulmohar 

5. creeper  mint 
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D. Match the followings and write the correct number in the empty boxes. 

 Parts of a Plant  Functions 

1. leaves  
part from which baby plant grows and is a part of 
seed. 

2. fruits  carry food and water to all other parts. 

3. seeds  The part that produce seeds or fruits. 

4. flowers  It absorbs water and minerals from the soil. 

5. stems  contain seeds 

6. roots  prepare food for the plants. 

 

E. Unscramble the words to name the part of a plant 
 T R U I F S        ………………………………………. 

 L O W R F E S  ………………………………………. 

 T R O O S  ………………………………………. 

 


